Smart Earth Technologies (SET) introduces the SETflow™ 100c Cellular Remote Smart Valve.

**No More Truck Rolls...**

The SETflow™ 100c provides water utilities with a low-cost and secure way of managing customer disconnects and reconnects that traditionally required on-site visits, all helping to lower utility operational costs and reducing on-site worker safety concerns.

The SETflow™ 100c Smart Valve can be remotely controlled using either our web based SETflow™ Valve Control Enterprise Cloud application or our SETflow™ Valve Control Mobile app.

A simple setup can be done in the field using our SETflow™ Mobile app. Even control multiple valves at once using our Batch Operations Manager.

Whether you have one or hundreds of valves, you can control them all from the comfort and safety of your central office location.

**10 YEAR BATTERY LIFE GUARANTEE**

- SET pays all monthly cellular fees as part of a valve purchase.
- Cellular network uptime is independently guaranteed by the Cellular providers.